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Introduction 
IOActive, Inc. (IOActive) has conducted extensive research and testing of facial recognition 
systems on commercial mobile devices. Our testing lab includes testing setups for 2D- and 
3D-based algorithms, including technologies using stereo IR cameras. 

For each of the different technologies, we first try to understand the underlying algorithms and 
then come up with creative and innovative setups to bypass them. Once an unlock is 
achieved, we calculate the Spoof Acceptance Rate (SAR), as described in the Measuring 
Biometric Unlock Security” section of the Android Compatibility Definition Document.1 This 
metric allows us to compare different solutions and evaluate the strength of each solution. 

This document describes IOActive’s results for commercially available mobile phones 
implementing face authentication mechanisms to unlock the device. All them relied on the 
“selfie-camera,” a single lens producing 2D RGB images. IOActive used 2D and 3D masks 
when attempting to bypass the security features. 

Our testing procedure for 2D masks included techniques such as retouching the pictures (i.e., 
increasing contrast and brightness to make images appear more realistic), using different 
types of background (e.g., white and black), and placing the 2D masks on different surfaces to 
evaluate the influence of the surroundings and sense of depth on each algorithms’ behavior. 
For 3D masks, our testing setup included composite-made 3D face masks of several subjects. 
These were produced by generating 3D models based on 2D pictures. 

IOActive successfully bypassed the facial recognition security mechanism on all of the devices 
we tested for at least one of the participating subjects.  

In addition to these test results, IOActive selected one device and conducted further analysis 
of the software to get a better sense of the algorithm running behind the scenes. 

Note: all the parties affected by the results of this research have been notified accordingly. 

  

 

 

1 https://source.android.com/security/biometric/measure 

https://source.android.com/security/biometric/measure
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Facial Recognition Testing Methodology 
Protocol Test Procedure 

Protocol testing includes several procedures to evaluate the performance of the facial 
recognition algorithms against 2D images, either using a display or a simple 2D mask (printed 
on paper) created from a photo. 

Test Environment 
The studio setup is used to enroll the subjects and take photos. The setup consists of an off-
white background, a chair to position the subject facing a window (source of natural light), a 
lamp to illuminate the face from the side, and a tripod to hold the mobile phone. 

 

Figure 1. Studio Setup 
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2D Test Setup 
For 2D testing, IOActive constructed two setups: one with a display and one with a 2D mask. 
We use the display as the primary setup and the printed mask as the secondary setup. The 
idea is to determine if the secondary setup yields better results in situations where the primary 
setup fails. 

The first setup consists of a regular screen displaying the photo of the subject and a tripod to 
hold the mobile phone. In this setup, after a picture of the subject is taken, it is checked for 
sharpness and retouched as needed.  

 

Figure 2. 2D Display Setup 
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The second setup consists of the same components as mentioned above, with the addition of 
a 2D mask and a desk lamp. The retouched photos from the first setup are printed at a local 
retail photography store. The mask is cut out and attached to the display, which is leveraged to 
modify the background on-the-fly. The desk lamp is used to simulate warm light and make the 
photos’ colors appear more realistic. 

 
Figure 3. 2D Mask Setup 

Retouching 

The physical accuracy of the represented subject is vital since an inaccurate representation of 
facial features will likely not result in a match when compared against the enrolled reference 
image. For this reason, the pictures are taken with the subjects facing the camera directly at 
eye-level under the same light conditions and at approximately the same distance as during 
enrollment. 

Adjusting the temperature of colors can more faithfully reproduce the skin color of the subject. 
Furthermore, increasing the contrast, selectively lightening or darkening parts of the face, and 
blurring the background or changing its color altogether can improve the perceived depth. 
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3D Test Setup 
For the 3D tests, the setup consists of a 3D mask, a desk lamp to illuminate it, and a tripod to 
hold the mobile phone. The lamp is used to simulate warm light and give the appearance of a 
more natural skin tone; it also creates shadows. 

 
Figure 4. 3D Setup 
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Partially Covered Face Procedure 
IOActive also tested the behavior of facial recognition systems with partially covered faces. 
From a black-box perspective, this test helps narrow down the number of features required to 
properly unlock a device. 

The consultants covered both the subjects’ faces as well as the 2D and 3D masks used to 
impersonate the subjects. The following materials were used to cover the surfaces:  

• Textile 

• Translucent paper 

• Regular paper 

• High-quality photographic paper  

The surfaces were covered both in the median and transverse planes using the following 
patterns: 

 

Figure 5. Transverse Cover Pattern 

 

Figure 6. Median Cover Pattern 
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Imposter Test Procedure 
IOActive also conducted imposter tests using pairs of subjects with similar physical 
characteristics (candidates A and B). 

Tests are carried out in both directions. Candidate A is enrolled on a device and candidate B 
attempts to unlock it, then candidate B is enrolled and candidate A attempts to unlock the 
device.  

IOActive looked for corner cases where the algorithm barely recognized a face. Under these 
circumstances, it is more likely the system could fail. Some of these corner cases were 
positions and angles where facial characteristics were hidden or heavily deformed by the 
camera lens.  
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Facial Recognition Research 
Devices 

The devices used in this research were a Samsung Galaxy S10+, OnePlus 7 Pro, VIVO V15 
Pro, Xiaomi Mi 9, and Nokia 9 Pure View with the characteristics shown below. 

Table 1. Overview of tested devices and technical specifications 

Device Model OS Version Build Number Resolution Focal 
Length Aperture 

Samsung S10(+) 
Android 10/ 
One UI 2.1 

6975FXXU7CTF1 10MP 35mm f/1.9 

OnePlus 7 Pro 
Android 10/ 
Oxygen OS 

10.0.7.GM21BA 16MP 25mm f/2.0 

Nokia 9 Pure 
View Android 10 00WW_5_13D_SP01 20MP 1.0µm f/2.0 

Xiaomi Mi 9 
Android 10/ 
MIUI 11.0.6 

QKQ1.190825.002 20MP 0.9μm f/2.2 

Vivo V15 Pro 
Android 10/ 
Funtouch OS_10 

PD1832F_EX_A_6.19.9 32MP X f/2.0 

Test Parameters 

Subjects 

We used subjects of various ethnicities: two Asian (male and woman), two African American 
(male and female), and one Caucasian (male). 

Note that while we have subjects of three different ethnicities, the sample size is not 
sufficiently large enough to conclusively identify a statistically significant causal relationship 
between ethnicity and success rate.  

Success Rate 

For each subject and each device, the SAR was calculated as follows: 

𝑆𝐴𝑅 =
∑ 𝑆!"
#

𝑈 ∗ 𝐸
∗ 100% 

Where 𝑆! is a successful authentication attempt, 𝐸 is the number of enrolled faces and 𝑈 is the 
number of authentication attempts. For these tests, an	𝑈 of 20 was used, unless stated 
otherwise. 
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Black-box 2D Test Results 
The following table illustrates the unlock probability observed during black-box testing using 
the following color code:  

 The mobile phone would unlock reliably with the 2D image without triggering 
the maximum attempts mechanism 

 The mobile phone would unlock occasionally with the 2D image 

 The mobile phone never unlocked with the 2D image 

 

Table 2. Black-box 2D Test results 

Subject Samsung 
S10(+) 

OnePlus 7 
Pro 

Nokia 9 Pure 
View Xiaomi Mi 9 Vivo V15 Pro 

Subject 1 
(Caucasian, Male)      

Subject 2 
(Asian, Female)      

Subject 3 
(Asian Male)      

Subject 4 
(African Female)      

Subject 5 
(African Male)      

Again, while this sample size is insufficient to produce a statistically significant link between 
ethnicity and unlock success rate, it does indicate additional investigation is warranted. 
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Results Discussion 
Potential physical causes for this weakly indicated causal relationship include the dynamic 
range of the camera and the facial feature contrast of individuals due to skin tone. The test 
setup attempts to control the impact of environmental and lighting conditions during the unlock 
attempt. 

Implementation issues may include a composition bias in the corpus used to initially train the 
facial recognition algorithms used in these devices.  

Should a statistically significant link between ethnicity and unlock success rate be confirmed 
and the primary causative factor for unintended unlock success rate be tied to the contrast of 
facial features, then alternate solutions for biometric security fingerprint detection should be 
preferred over facial recognition. Many earlier generations of phones and tablets supported 
these methods in addition to or in lieu of facial recognition.  
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Case Study: OnePlus 7 Pro 
Facial Recognition System Analysis 

In this section we describe the modules that compose the facial recognition environment in 
Android devices. All vendors follow the guidelines describe in the Face Authentication HIDL 
documentation.2 We are using the OnePlus 7 Pro device’s implementation as an example as 
we found it quite descriptive. 

All vendors use the basic architecture shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Basic Architecture 

There are three interesting components that are useful for our goals: 

• App: Each vendor has its own Android application whose main function is to collect 
images, extract the facial features they consider interesting, and manage all the 
lock/unlock logic based on an IA model (this model as we will see has to be in a secure 
environment by definition). 

• BiometricManager: This is a private interface that maintains a connection with 
BiometricService. 

 

 

2 https://source.android.com/security/biometric/face-authentication 

https://source.android.com/security/biometric/face-authentication
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• Biometric vendor implementation: This must use secure hardware to ensure the 
integrity of the stored face data and the authentication comparison. 

Figure 8 shows the flow the solution should follow. 

 
Figure 8. Flow Diagram 

To identify the components, we took a close look the vendor’s application named 
OPFaceUnlock (App). 
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The following flow graph provides a quick overview of the part of the app we are interested in 
analyzing. 

 
Figure 9. OPFaceUnlock Flow 

We used the onExtractFeatureAndCompare function as a starting point.  
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First it checks if the image captured contains a valid face. Below we have the function 
responsible for detecting the face. We have something interesting here, all the analysis is 
done using an external native library. 
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Continuing to look at the function, we can spot the basis for face detection (full face in the 
image, quality, brightness, front facing, and opened eyes): 

 
Once it verifies a valid face is in the image, the next step is to validate that the detected face is 
a real face and not a printed image, as we used in our testing. We can see that liveliness is 
measured with a score value. Taking a closer look: 

 
Again, the native library is used to determinate this value. 
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Then the function proceeds to the most important part, extracting image features and 
comparing them to enrolled subject’s facial data. 

 
To extract image features, the function also relies on the native library; however, when 
comparing features, it calls the TEE for the first time to request the match score. 

 
Continuing our analysis, we find IFaceUnlockNativeService (BiometricManager) which 
is the interface that will talk to the TEE hardware environment. 

 
Once the match score is received, if it is a positive match and hackerValue is less than 0.95, 
the check process is complete and the phone will unlock. 
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Additional Observations 

We observed that the code contains numerous log calls. This makes our task easier by 
disclosing useful information in real time while the phone is evaluating a face. 

adb logcat | grep "$(adb shell ps | grep com.oneplus.faceunlock | 
awk '{print $2}')" 

Output: 

 

Our next step will be to use same approach as during black-box testing, but to leverage the 
reference information in the logs provided by the App to further improve the probability of 
unlocking devices. 
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Conclusions 
The use of facial recognition systems has become pervasive on mobile phones and is making 
inroads in other sectors as way to authenticate the end user of a system. These technologies 
rely on models created from an image or facial scan, selecting specific features that will be 
checked in a live environment against the actual user or an attacker. The algorithms need be 
accurate enough to detect a spoof attempt but flexible enough to make the technology useful 
under different lighting conditions and given normal physical changes in the legitimate users. 

As has been shown in this paper, the technologies behind facial recognition have room for 
improvement. A number of techniques have been used to successfully bypass the algorithms 
and there is plenty of room for additional creative attack methods. 

As a general recommendation, no authentication technology should be released to production 
without a thorough security review to help tune the system and understand the potential risk. 
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